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Foreword:
The purpose of this document is to describe how to install, set-up, and configure Neets Control and
Neets OPUS Control. Included in this manual is also a description on how to use “Neets Control
Product Configurations Utility” software. This program can be downloaded at www.neets.dk.

The document is split into 3 sections:
1. Hardware configuration and install on site.
2. Software settings program including wiring: Neets Control Product Configurations Utility
3. Download and upload settings file with Windows HyperTerminal, including wiring.

COPYRIGHT - All information contained in this Manual is the intellectual property of, and
copyrighted material of Neets. All rights are reserved. You may not allow any third party access to
content, information or data in this Manual without Neets’ express written consent and you may
only use such information for the care and operation of Neets Control.

After having read this manual, should you unexpectedly have further questions, please address
your local dealer or:

Neets
Torvet 4
8700 Horsens
Denmark
by E-Mail: Support@Neets.dk
Alternatively, you may use our contact form at www.neets.dk
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TSA: 10-10-06
SVL: 12-10-06
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Description
Initial release.
Support for comport 2

Up/downgrade between the different versions of settings files.
Time between command 1 and 2 in Mute on/off change.
Support for up to 10 buttons.
Option pin command.
Options pins toggle function.
Support for Neets Control version 8.15
Volume in/decrement command
User defined delay between power on command 1 and 2.
User defined delay between power off command 1 and 2.
User defined delay between mute on/off command 1 and 2.
New way to enter boot mode.
Possible to exit boot mode by pressing a button.
Panel error indication.
The possibility to control up/down movement by one key.
Support for Neets Control version 8.20
Support for expansions board
PIR sensor
Rx Alarm
Support for Neets Control version 8.30
In the Power, Source and Mute reply commands you can define
the number of bytes to receive before start the compare.
On comport 1 it is possible to select between 1 or 2 Stop bit.
Extern keyboard lock.
Prevent power off time.
Support for Neets Control version 9.00
All the option codes have been included as standard.
Support for Neets Control version 9.10
Support for Neets Control version 9.20
Support for Neets Control version 9.30
- Volume in/decrement command now support checksum calculation.
Minor correction
A settings file can be write-protected.
You can now insert a transition delay in the Power On sequence.
You can now insert a transition delay in the Power Off sequence.
You can now define when the Option pin is executed in the Power Off
sequence.
Changed all screen dumps. Using Windows XP theme.
Header on all the pages has been change.
The sequence type “Control” has been added.
When modifying a settings file for panel version 9.30 – 9.39 then it
was not possible to change the time between command 1 and 2 in the
Power on sequence.
Support for Neets Control version 10.00 – 10.09.
Added information regarding upgrading this software and mention that
this will be the last version of this software.
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Upgrade information
The Neets Control DK Configurations Utility are at the end of it’s rob.
This does not mean that you not will be able to program the Neets Control DK any more or that the
development of new functions for the control system will stop.
In our effort to make your life as a programmer easier, we have included the Neets Control DK in
our Neets Configurations Utility, which covers all our control systems.
By upgrading to the Neets Configurations Utility you gat a lot of new function, below you find some
of the reasons for you to upgrade right away.






You only need one software package to program all our control systems.
Ones you created you device, it will easy to reuse the device in different projects and for
different control systems.
The new software package will run on Windows Vista
It will still be possible to import settings files from this software as long as the settings file is
made for version 9.50
All the new functions that have been added in version 10.00 are only available in the new
software packed.

In other words this will be the last version of "Neets Control DK Configurations Utility".
From now on only bug fix will be made, so why not change right away?
Best regards
Neets
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Functions and options of the Neets Control panel.

The Neets Control panel is specialised to control a large screen projector, screen and room
darkening. The projector is controlled through an RS-232 cable. Screen and room darkening are
controlled through two (2) open drain outputs. Furthermore, the Neets controller is also able to
control a second device unit through a second RS-232 cable.

As standard, the panel has the following functions:
 Power on / off on projector (“hidden” power on key, power on, if off, when source is
pressed)
 Source select on projector
 10 keys on panel (6 build in, 2 or 4 on external keyboard).
 Audio and visual mute/blank on projector
 Possibility for separate refresh/APA key, for making manual re-sync button
 Multi choice on the two (2) options pin operation. To controlling screen, room darkening,
extra VGA switch, sound system… Manual control or intergraded in the system.
 User choice on button location (requires engraving on Neets Control)
 Power status reply from projector (Panel “follows” projector)
 Auto off option after x times 10 minutes (if no button is pressed on the Neets Control
keyboard for more than x minutes, the panel powers off the projector)
 Volume control on projector
 Can send continuously with x time 100mS between transmission of command
 Can send a start command When the key is pressed, and stop command When the key is
released again
 Can send continuously with x time 100mS between transmission of command and
increment or decrement on a selected value in the string.
 Mute and Source reply option. This means that theoretically, the panel can be used with a
remote control (The panel follows the projector, by asking for source and mute status)
 Control of a secondary RS-232 device, such as an audio switch. (Comport 2 is can be set
to baud rate 9600, 8 bit, 1 stop bit or 1200, 8 bit, 1 stop bit. Handshake is None or Even)
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Furthermore, the panel has the possibility do the following things if the Neets Extended Control is
added (Must be bought separately):



Movement sensor (PIR). Enables the panel to turn off or “press” a key when no movement
is registered. Furthermore, the panel can “press” a key when movement is registered again.
Projector alarm. Checks if a projector is connected. If not, turn on the attach alarm or inform
the alarm system in the building.
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Neets Control Product Configurations Utility
This section describes how to connect the panel to the computer software “Neets Control Product
Configurations Utility” and how to use the program. It includes 3 sections “Install and start-up
software and hardware”, “General terms, and nice to know stuff” and “Pages/Tabs in program”
All RS-232 codes wait times and other input to the panel must be obtained either from product
manual to the equipment you want to control, or by using a timer to obtain the time needed.

Install and start-up software and hardware.
This section describes how to install the “Neets Control Product Configurations Utility” on a
Windows computer. Furthermore, it describes how to set-up the hardware.

Install software.
Download the new version of “Neets Control Product Configurations Utility” from www.neets.dk and
un-zip the file, run the setup.exe and follow the instructions on the screen.

System requirements







450 MHz Intel Pentium III processor or equivalent
Windows 2000 or Windows XP
64 MB RAM (128 MB recommended)
Minimum screen resolution: 1024 x 768 pixels.
40 MB available disk space
One 9-Pin SUB-D RS-232 serial port

Hardware connections.
To begin with, we need to get the hardware interface to Neets Control correct, please see below.

Normal connections

Neets.d k
N eets C o n tro l
2
1

Expansion connection

RoHS

V+
GN D
R x1
Tx1
R x2
Tx2
GN D
Opt1
Opt2
GN D

SWVer: 9.01
SN#: 0601xxxxx

Factory programming and additional keyboard

Connections opportunity on Neets Control
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Neets Control must be connected to 0 VDc on the top GND pin, and 7,5 to 12 VDc on the V+
connector. Furthermore, a 9-Pin Sub-D Female connector is needed. The connections must be
made like shown below.

7.5-12 Volt DC

0 Volt

9-Pol
Sub-D
Hun
stik
9-Pin
Sub-D
Female
connector

V+
GND

2

1

Rx1

Tx1

1 2

Rx2

6

3
7

5

4
8

9

Tx2
GND
Opt1
Opt2
34

33

GND

Connections to Neets Control

Above 9-Pin Sub-D female needs to be connected to a serial port on a Microsoft Windows
computer, in this manual we assume that it is connected to com 1.

Boot mode.
To be able to change settings in the panel you will have to enter boot mode on the panel.
Connect Neets Control to the serial port and power it up. Within two (2) seconds AFTER powering
up Neets Control, press the 4 corner buttons at the same time, and let go again.

Neets Control will now make a fast flash on all 6 LED’s, and the baud rate is set to 9600, 8-bit, no
parity, no matter what it has been programmed to before.
An alternative way to enter boot mode is to press the 4 corner buttons for 3 seconds at the
same time when the panel is in off mode. All the LED will begin to flash when the panel has
entered boot mode and the baud rate will be set as mentioned above.
When Neets Control is powered off and on again (in the normal way) the baud rate will be set to
the programmed baud rate (ex. 19200). It is ONLY when VIDEO+OFF+PC1+PC2 is pressed within
the first 2 seconds that it switches to 9600 baud rate, otherwise it WILL use the programmed baud
rate.
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Another way to exit boot mode is to press any button. Note that this is first possible after 5 seconds
in boot mode.

General terms, and nice to know stuff.
This section describes the general terms in the program, and other nice to know stuff.
You may start the program and use the
buttons to guide you through the program,
or you may use the tab bar (shown below) to jump forth and back in the program.

You can at anytime save your panel setup by pressing [Ctrl] + s (if * appears in top status bar you
have changed something, which is not saved).
The bottom status bar of the program contains the following information:

1

2

3

4

5

1. % (0-100) used of available EE-Prom space in panel.
2. Which options are needed to run designed program in panel (here 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6). The
options may be obtained on www.neets.dk (This is only to be used in versions before 9.00)
3. Indicate that the settings file is write protected. And not can be change be this software,
unless the right password is entered.
4. The software version of the current design file.
5. Download / upload status bar.

Write protect a settings file.
It is possible to write protect a settings file so that other persons not by accident override the
settings file.
When you write protect a settings file you must enter the password . The password you use is the
same that you use when you want to remove the write protection.
The settings file is
write protected.
Click to remove
this.

It is possible to
write protect the
settings file.

Type format of commands.
When entering RS-232 codes for different projectors, the format may vary from one projector
model to another. Therefore, on the
input types:
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The effect of this is visible on ALL RS-232 input boxes, and looks like below. Anytime during your
programming of the panel, you can change the input the format, just by clicking on the
tab.
Char:

Hex:

Decimal:

Input boxes description.
The input boxes are used to enter all RS-232 commands, either transmission commands or
receptions commands.
Theses boxes are used on [sequence design] and [reply commands] pages. The input can be as
described in “Type format of commands” section.

If the command is not used, leave it like this in the combo box:

When you choose an input and nothing is filled into the command, it looks like this:

Doc. no: 302-001 Rev 1.90
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If you have entered the command somewhere else, it will look like below. Above the command,
you can see how long your message has become (Pos: 12) and how long it still can be (Remaining
230):

You can right click on the entered command and you have the following options:

On the right hand side of the input box you can add CR (13) LF (10) to the end of the entered
command, if you check CR first, it will be entered to the string first, and if you check LF first, that
one will be entered first.
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Options pins, how to use.
In many sequences, there is a possibility to control the open drain options pins located on the back
of the panel, named Opt1 and Opt2.
Then the possibility for operating the pins the sequence will include this control:

In these you can change the option pin, please note that Activate mean pulling the pin low.
The pin is activated until it is released somewhere else.
The pin is released until it is activated somewhere else.
The pin is toggled from it current state. E.g. if released the pin will be
activated and visa versa.
The pin is activated for 4 seconds, and then released until activated
somewhere else.
The pin is released for 35 seconds, and then activated until released
somewhere else.
The pin is toggled for 8 seconds, and the togged back to start state.
NOTE: If any button with option control is pressed within the time entered, this WILL override the
time.
Ex. You have at power on have entered

and on PC2 you have

entered
, and warm up time is 30 seconds. If you the starts the projector by
pressing PC2 on the panel, the option pin WILL ONLY be activated for 30 seconds and then
released.

Doc. no: 302-001 Rev 1.90
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Pages/Tabs in program
In the following section, the individual pages/tab will be explained.

Welcome
This page welcomes you to the program.
You have the following possibility on this page:
1. Select comport where the panel is connected. Only comport from 1 to 16 is available.
2. Choose panel type
3. The software version of the current design.
Whether you are loading a settings file from disk or retrieve it from a panel, the
version on this page will adjust according to the loaded settings file.
You can up/downgrade a design file anytime.
NOTE: When downgrading the designs, settings can be lost due to the fact that
a lower version may not support all features.
4. Select if an AUX switch is connected or not.
When you enable the AUX switch, you will get additional options on several of the
other tabs.
5. Select if the expansion board is connected or not.
When enabling the expansion board you will get extra tabs for setting up the features
included on this board.
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Retrieve settings
On this page, you select what you want to do in terms of settings.
You have the following possibility on this page:
1. Create new panel setup
This gives you the possibility to make a new setup file for a
completely new panel.
2. Retrieve existing setup from panel
If a panel is connected, and in boot mode, you can load the
setting in the panel into the program for edit/save/download.
Here you also get serial number, software version, and option
loaded in a “Panel Info” frame.
3. Use a previous saved panel setup or convert an old version of setting file.
Here you can either select from list below or by browsing on “select file”
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General settings
On this page, you can enter the following:
1. Projector name and type
This is for info. Here you enter the projector name and type (this is stored in the panel
and file) ex. INFOCUS EPL-2134a
2. Projector baud rate
This is the baud rate that the projector understands commands on
3. Projector data bit, parity and stop bit
Select data bit, parity and stop bit that the projector understands commands on
4. AUX unit Baud rate, data bit and parity select.
Selecting the baud rate, data bit and parity the AUX unit understands commands on.
5. LED brightness when projector is OFF
This is the weak light in all LED when the projector is off
6. LED brightness when projector is ON
This is the light in the individual LEDs when the projector is on
7. Input format
Here you choose if it is hexadecimal, char or decimal format you want to enter the
RS-232 commands into the program.
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Sequence design
On this page, the design of the different command is done. As default, you will have to enter a
power on command, since this is a “hidden” command executed when projector is off and a source
is pressed. These commands will later (on “Assign keys” tab/page) be linked to a button on the
panel.

When the power on command is entered, you can choose the following command types to design,
by pressing “Add new sequence”:

The different commands are explained in details on the next pages
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Power on command:
This command is executed when the panel is off, and any source key is pressed:
When the key is pressed:
 Option control is executed.
 Wait “The time from the key is pressed to the command below is transmitted in seconds”.
 Send power on first command
 Wait “Time between the command above and below is transmitted in milliseconds”
(only if second power command available).
 Send power on second command (if available)
 Wait projector warm up time. (This is the time from power on command is sent until the
projector accepts source changes )
 Run “source command” (see “source command” for further info)
When the key is released again:
 Nothing
The prevent power off time, is the time from the power on command is sent until the projector is
able to power off again.
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Power on Audio switch command:
This command is executed when the panel is off, and any source key is pressed. This command is
only available if ”Com 2”’ is selected on the Welcome tab. This command will only send commands
on comport 2:
When the key is pressed:
 Wait “The time from the key is pressed to the command below is transmitted in seconds”.
 Send power on first command
 Wait “Time between the command above and below is transmitted in milliseconds”
(only if second power command is available).
 Send power on second command (if available)
 Wait “Audio switch start up time”.
 Run “source command” (see “source command” for further info)
When the key is released again:
 Nothing
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Power off command:
This command is executed when the panel is on and out of mute, and the power off key is pressed:
When the key is pressed:
 Option control is executed, if selected.
 Wait “The time from the key is pressed to the command below is transmitted in seconds”.
 Send power off first command
 Wait “Time between the command above and below is transmitted in milliseconds” (only if
second power command is available).
 Send power off second command (if available)
 Wait projector cool down time.
 Option control is executed, if selected.
 Weak light in all LED (depending on brightness settings)
When the key is released again:
 Nothing

At this point, you can select when
the Option pins action must be
executed. You can select between:
When the key is pressed.
Or
After the cool time. (This can be
used if you want to remove the
power from the projector after it has
cool down.)
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Source command:
This command is executed when the panel is on and out of mute, and a source key is pressed:
When the key is pressed:
 Option control is executed.
 Light up button
 Send first source command
 Wait “Time between the command above and below is transmitted in seconds”
 Send second command, might be a APA-Refresh command, or anything else (if available)
 Wait “Keyboard lock time from above is transmitted, in seconds”
When the key is released again:
 Nothing
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Control command:
This sequence is executed when the panel is on and out of mute, and a control key is pressed:
Also the panel must be in the state that has been selected in the “The sequence can be used when
panel is”.
When the key is pressed:
 Flash the selected button
 Send first control command
 Wait “Time between the command above and below is transmitted in seconds”
 Send second control command (if available)
 Wait “Keyboard lock time from above is transmitted, in seconds”
 Return the led to its original state.
When the key is released again:
 Nothing
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Mute command:
This command is executed when the panel is on.
When mute is off and mute key pressed:
 Option control is executed.
 Mute on command one is transmitted.
 Wait “Time between the command above and below is transmitted in milliseconds” (only if
second power command is available).
 Mute on command two is transmitted (if available)
 Wait “projector settle time” in seconds, and then release keyboard
When the key is released again:
 Nothing
When mute is on and mute key OR any other key on keyboard is pressed:
 Option control is executed.
 Mute off command one is transmitted.
 Wait “Time between the command above and below is transmitted in milliseconds” (only if
second power command is available).
 Mute off command two is transmitted (if available)
 Waiting “projector settle time” in seconds, and then release keyboard.
When the key is released again:
 Nothing
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Volume start/stop command:
This command is built from this sequence, and is transmitted when the panel is on and not in mute.
This command requires option 2 to be activated in the panel.
When the key is pressed:
 Start Volume (top command) command is transmitted once.
 Top Option control is executed.
When the key is released again:
 Stop Volume (bottom command) command is transmitted once.
 Bottom Option control is executed.

Continuous transmit volume command:
This command is built from this sequence, and is transmitted when panel is on and not in mute. This
command requires option 2 to be activated in the panel.
When the key is pressed:
 Start sending command, and repeat with the time in milliseconds in box below command
When the key is released again:
 Stop sending command.
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Volume in/decrement command:
This command is built from this sequence, and is transmitted when the panel is on and not in mute.
When creating this command, you will get 2 items on the “Assign keys” page. One for increasing the
volume and one for decreasing the volume.
When the key is pressed:
 Start sending command, and repeat with the time in milliseconds in the box below
command. Each time the command is sent, the selected value is increased or decreased
according to the pressed button.
When the key is released again:
 Stop sending command.
This sequence can handle both “String” and “Binary” count.
Which type of count you need depends on the protocol of the device.
Below you will find a description on how the 2 types of count work.
“String” count:
To use this count type, all the numbers that must be changed by the system, must be entered as
ASC numbers. If you cannot do this, it could be that you should use the “Binary” count.

How to setup this sequence?
1. Find the code to send and insert in the “Command to repeat”. (In this case the
command is: Volume XXX set <CR><LF>.
2. Replace the XXX with the default value of system when the panel is turned on.
(In this case: 025)
3. Now select the array where the system must insert the in/decrement value. This is
done by selecting the first field of the array (in this case the field contains: 0). Now
press and hold down the left mouse button and move the mouse to the last field in
the array (In this case the field contains: 5). Now release the mouse button.
4. All the selected files are now blue.
5. Press the “Select counting fields for volume” found at the toolbar.
6. The selected array will now change colour to orange.
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If the selected array is not valid, the following warning will appear:
When this warning appears, it indicates that the selected array for counting is a non-numerical
expression.
Using a command containing a warning will result in the counting field to be ignored.
“Binary” count:
When using this type of count, it is important to know that the in-/decrement will be done at
byte/integer level. If that is not what you require, please read the section on how to use “String”
count.

How to setup this sequence?
1. Find the code to send and insert in the “Command to repeat”. (In this case the command is:
03 10 00 00 05 05 00 00 XX XX 27).
2. Replace the XX with the default value of system when the panel is turned on. (In this
case: 0A and 00)
3. Now select the array where the system must insert the in/decrement value. This is done by
selecting the first field of the array ((in this case the field contains: 0A). Now press and hold
down the left mouse button and move the mouse to the last field in the array (in this case,
the field contains: 00). Now release the mouse button. (When using Binary count, you can
only select up to 2 fields)
4. All the selected files are now blue.
5. Press the “Select counting fields for volume” found at the toolbar.
6. The selected array will now change colour to orange.
7. If you have selected 2 fields, it is important to have selected if the first byte is LSB (Least
significant Byte) or MSB (Most significant Byte). This indicates to the system in which order
to insert the bytes.
8. The panel can recalculate a checksum of the command. When using the checksum
calculation the last byte of the command is considered the checksums byte. It is this byte
that the panel will replace.
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There are 4 types of checksums to select between. Below you find a description of how they
work.
Name
None
Add

Or

And

Function
No checksum is calculated
All the bytes in the command except the last byte will added like this:
Byte1+Byte2+Byte3 +… ByteN = chksum
Eg: 3+16+0+0+5+5+0+0+10+0 = 27
This type of checksum is used by eg. Nec
All the bytes in the command except the last byte will added like this:
Byte1or Byte2 or Byte3 or … ByteN = checksum
To calc this checksum all the values are converted to binary like this:
00000011
00010000 or
00000000 or
00000000 or
00000101 or
00000101 or
00000000 or
00000000 or
00001010 =
00011111
Converting the result to decimal we get 31.
All the bytes in the command except the last byte will added like this:
Byte1and Byte2 and Byte3 and … ByteN = checksum
To calc this checksum all the values are converted to binary like this:
00000011
00010000 and
00000000 and
00000000 and
00000101 and
00000101 and
00000000 and
00000000 and
00001010 =
00000000
Converting the result to decimal we get 0.

If the selected array not is valid the following warning will appear:
When this warning appears, it indicates that the selected array for counting is a non-numerical
expression.
Using a command containing a warning will result in the counting field to be ignored.
To clear the count selection right-click and select: Reset count
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APA / Refresh command:
This command is built from this sequence, and is transmitted when the panel is on and not in mute.
When the key is pressed:
 Send command
 Lock the keyboard in the time seconds entered below the command
When the key is released again:
 Nothing.
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Options pins command:
When assigning this command to a button, the button will act like as a special key.
Special keys on the panel are treated as a separate group of buttons and will therefore not interfere
with the normal operation of the panel.
This command will enable you to control the options pins on the panel even when the panel is off.
(Depending on the settings below)
The command is built up from this sequence.
The key is active when the panel is:
 Off: Only when the panel is off the key can be used.
 On: Only when the panel is on the key can be used.
 On and Off: The button can always be used.

Press

TimeOut

Press

Press

Press

Press

Press

Key function mode:
 Timed and escape: The action in the option pins control is executed when the button is
pressed. It is possible to terminate the timer by pressing this button or any other button
assigned to this type of command.
 Momentary: The action in the option pins control is executed as long as the button is
pressed.
 Latch: The action in the option pins control is executed when the button is pressed.
 One button Up/Down with timeout: This function enables the user to manual control an
up/down motion on one button. Below shows how the relays and button push are related.

Option pin 2
Option pin 1

Doc. no: 302-001 Rev 1.90
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Assign keys
On this page, the sequence designed in the previous chapter, will be assigned to a physical button
on the panel. The look of the panel (4, 6, 8 or 10 buttons) is linked to the choice on the “welcome”
page.
Here you simply pull down the combo box, and select the sequence you want to link to the button.

If you have chosen to use an AUX unit, your “Assign Keys” tab will get 2 combo box to each
button.
Comport 1
Comport 2
If you assign a command to both comport 1 and 2, it will be the sequence on comport 1 that
controls the option pins and handles the led at the front of the panel.

On the other hand; do you only assign a sequence to comport 1 or 2, it will then be the sequence
on the selected comport that controls the option pins and the led at the front of the panel.
NOTE: If you want two (2) buttons to do the same command you will simply have to design two (2)
equal sequences on the sequence design page (previous tab/page).
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Reply commands
This page allows you to get the panel to work together with a remote control in theory.
If you enter an ask command in power reply, and an ask interval in milliseconds, the panel will ask
the projector for power status with the entered interval, except when the panel keyboard is locked
(When any LED is flashing no matter flash frequency, except Mute ON flash, there will NOT be
asked for power, source or mute status).
If the reply from projector for an example is equal to the command entered in “Reply power cool”,
the panel will indicate that the projector is cooling down, and therefore flash on power off LED. If
reply equals off, the panel will put weak light in all LED (depending on brightness set on “General
settings” page).
The same goes for mute reply, if the answer equals “mute on reply”, the panel will flash with mute
LED.

If the answer from the projector is equal to what is entered on Source reply key 1 – key 10, the
panel will light up the LED that is located on that key and if an sequence is assigned to comport 2
this will be transmitted.
Only use the source reply function on buttons where a source sequence has been assigned on the
“Assign keys” tab.
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To each reply command there is a possibility to define the number of bytes that the panel has to
wait before comparing the string from the projector with the one entered (Offset).

Below you find an example on how it works.
The data we want to find is: “POWER ON and the offset are set to 0.
Data from projector
S Y S
T
E M
P O
Data to compare
P O W E R
O N
In this case the command does not match.
The data we want to find is: “POWER ON and the offset are set to 7.
Data from projector
S Y S
T
E M
P O
Data to compare
P O

W

E

R

O

N

W
W

E
E

R
R

O
O

N
N

Offset
In this case the commands match.
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Expansion board
On this page, you find the settings regarding the expansion board.
The expansion board offers the possibility of connecting a movement sensor and a projector alarm.
Below is a description of the settings regarding the mentioned possibilities.
Movement sensor.
The following settings are use to customise the movement sensor.

1. Movement is registered when I/O 1 is low/high.
Define the state of the input when there is movement.
2. After x minutes of no registered movement “press” Off.
Set the time with no movement to elapse before the Neets Control "presses" then
selected button or shuts the projector down. The timer resets when the sensor registers
movement.
3. “Press” Button 1 when movement is register and panel is off.
When this feature is enabled, the Neets Control "presses" the selected button when the
movement sensor registers movement.
Projector alarm

1. Enable alarm check.
Indicate whether the panel must check for projector connection or not.
2. Serial cable must be detected as disconnected for xx ms before it registers as an alarm.
The projector is detected as disconnected when it does not send data and the cable is
removed. To make sure that this does not cause an unintended alarm this delay is
added.
3. The alarm sounds for xx.
When the alarm sounds, it continues for as long as specified here. The alarm output is
I/O 2.
4. Message to send on comport 2 when an error occurs.
By entering a string here, the panel sends the entered string when an alarm occurs on
comport 2. This is done even if the comport 2 option not is available in the panel.
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NOTE: When the panel starts up and the setting requires the expansion board, the panel checks
that the expansion board is connected. If the expansion board is not found, the panel will indicate
this and normal operation is not possible.
Before the panel checks for the expansion board the function on the expansion board must be
enabled. See chapter “Panel error indication.” on page 43.

Miscellaneous
Auto shutdown
Here you can make the panel automatic power down the panel if the user has not used the panel
for x hours.
Extern keyboard lock
When this feature is enabled the user keyboard is lock for any input, when applying Vcc to the Rx2
pin. In case of keyboard press when the panel is locked all the Led is flashing for 1 sec.
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Download / Save
On this page you can download a options code to the panel. You can obtain the code on
www.Neets.dk, just make sure that the panel is in boot mode, and then enter the code in the
window and pres “download option code to unit” (This is only to be used in versions before 9.00)
You can also save the panel setup to a file, or download it to a panel.
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Using HyperTerminal for download.
In
(start) menu in Windows under programs -> accessories -> communication you will find
a program called HyperTerminal. (if not contact your system administrator, to get it installed, it is on the
Microsoft Windows CD).
Start the program HyperTerminal, and you will see the following window:

Enter a useful name, to when you need the program again ex.: serial1,9600.

Choose 9600 in Baud rate (Bits per second), and REMEMBER to set flow control to NONE.
Press OK when done.
To be able to upload the settings file, you will have to enter boot mode on the panel.
Connect Neets Control to the serial port and power it up. Within two (2) seconds AFTER powering up Neets
Control press VIDEO+OFF+PC1+PC2 at the same time, and let go again.

Neets Control will now make a fast flash on all 6 LED’s, and the baud rate is set to 9600 no matter what has
been programmed to before.
When Neets Control is powered off and on again (on the normal way) the baud rate will be set to the
programmed baud rate (ex. 19200). It is ONLY when VIDEO+OFF+PC1+PC2 is pressed within the first 2
seconds it switches to 9600 baud rate, otherwise it WILL use the programmed baud rate.
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By typing NEETS,? in HyperTerminal (NOTE: you can not see what you type, unless local echo is enabled)
underneath text must appear, if it do not appear, then you wiring might be wrong, your baud rate on the
computer might be wrong (must be 9600), is Neets Control powered on? And does it make fast flash on all
LED?

The following commands can be used:

Help: Neets,?
If this command is typed in the help screen above will appear.

Read out: Neets,g
This command reads out the whole contents of the setting in Neets Control, and can be
captured into a file and reused in another panel or modified in “Neets Control Product
Configurations Utility”

Options: Neets,o,
This command is used to set a new options code in Neets Control, the following needs
options codes. The codes can be obtained on www.neets.dk
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Auto off option after x hour (if inactivity of keyboard for more than x, power down projector)
Volume control (both types).
Mute and Source reply option.
Comport 2.
Movement sensor.
Projector alarm.
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To upload a file you have saved on disk press Transfer -> Send Text File, as showed here below. PLEASE
SEE NOTES TO HyperTerminal on next page, if you have a relative fast computer (above 300 MHz).

Choose the file you want to upload:

Dot’s will now appear, ...................................................
When the whole file is correctly transferred the following message will appear:
Download success!

Power off Neets LED(0,freq_on,LedOffBrighness); // Turn off All led Control and power it on
again. Test your new application software. If the above messages did not appear correct, please
try uploading again. It is essential that above message appear. If retransmitting does not help,
please check power supply and cable connections, or read “notes to HyperTerminal” below.
Wrong EE-Prom version number, panel ver: 2 file ver: 1 programming aborted!

If above message appears, please make sure that you have generated the correct file version in
“Neets Control Product Configurations Utility”
Wrong format, download ENDED!!
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If above text appear, and you are sure that the file are correct, please see “notes to
HyperTerminal” below.

Notes to HyperTerminal:
If the settings file did not upload correctly into Neets Control, it might, on some computers be
necessary to add a ”character delay”. This is coursed because the serial port is to fast.
Open the connection in HyperTerminal as normal connections to Neets Control. Open Files ->
Property

Those fan showing settings, and then ASCII-settings:

Enter character delay on 15 milliseconds.

Please note that it is not all computers that need this, but some might need it.
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Installation at end-user:
This section describes how to install Neets Control on site.

Connections.
Figure 1 shows wire connections on the back of Neets Control

Neet s.d k
Neets Control
2
1

Expansion connection

RoHS

V+
GND
Rx1
Tx1
Rx2
Tx2
GND
Opt1
Opt2
GND

SWVer: 9.01
SN#: 0601xxxxx

Figure 1

Pin description
Pin Name
V+
GND
Rx1
Tx1
Rx2
Tx2
GND
Opt1
Opt2
GND

Description
Positive supply for Neets Control (to be connected to V+ on power supply)
Negative supply for Neets Control (to be connected to 0V on power supply)
RS-232 Receive data from projector (or computer when programming)
RS-232 Transmit data to projector (or computer when programming)
RS-232 Receive data (NOT USED)
RS-232 Transmit data
RS-232 ground
Active low relay connections (open drain max 24 VDc / 500mA)
Active low relay connections (open drain max 24 VDc / 500mA)
Relay ground

Installations note:
The Neets Control can be powered through the control cable for the projector. In this case the
control cable will need to have 5 wires, 3 for RS-232 and two for power. The benefit in using this
configuration is there is always need for 230 Volt power for the projector, and the cost of an
additional outlet plug is minimum.
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Options connections.
Options connections (Opt1 and Opt2) can be configured in different modes, please see section
regarding “Neets Control Product Configurations Utility”

NOTE: You MUST use external power supply for powering the relays.
Figure 2 show a suggestion for connecting the options pins to a relay.

Figure 2
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Connections to large screen projector.
This section describes a standard connection to a large screen projector.
Since most large screen projector today have an adapter cable from mini DIN or other special
connectors to a 9 pin Sub-D female (that fits directly into a computer), the following shows the SubD Male connector that fits into the adapter cable.

7.5-12 Volt DC

0 Volt

9-Pin Sub-D
MaleHan
connector
9-Pol
Sub-D
stik

V+
1

GND
2

Rx1
Tx1

1 2

Rx2

6

3
7

5

4
8

9

Tx2

GND
Opt1
Opt2

GND
33

Name
V+
GND
Rx1
Tx1
GND
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34

Description to above drawing
Connection to:
Supply input: 7,5 – 12 VDc
Supply input: 0 VDc
Pin 2 on 9 pin Sub-D MALE connector
Pin 3 on 9 pin Sub-D MALE connector
Pin 5 on 9 pin Sub-D MALE connector
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Connecting a unit to comport 2.
This section describes how to connect a unit to comport 2.
Most units such as audio/video switcher have a 9 pin Sub-D Male. The following shows the Sub-D
Female connection that fits directly in to the switch.
V+
1

9-Pol Sub-D Han stik

GND
2

Rx1
Tx1
Rx2

1 2

3 4

6 7 8

5
9

Tx2
GND
Opt1
Opt2
GND
33

Name
Tx2
GND

34

Description to above drawing
Connection to:
Pin 3 on 9 pin Sub-D FEMALE connector
Pin 5 on 9 pin Sub-D FEMALE connector

Options connector.
This 34 pin fine pitch connector is for factory programming and testing. This connector also
includes connections for optional external keyboard. The pin-out for two or four extra buttons is as
follow:
Button 7:
Button 8:
Button 9:
Button 10:

Pin 25 (Activated by pulling to GND)
Pin 26 (Activated by pulling to GND)
Pin 23 (Activated by pulling to GND)
Pin 24 (Activated by pulling to GND)

LED 7:
LED 8:
LED 9:
LED 10:

Pin 19 (Cathode on pin resistor (330 Ohm) on anode to Pin 33)
Pin 20 (Cathode on pin resistor (330 Ohm) on anode to Pin 33)
Pin 21 (Cathode on pin resistor (330 Ohm) on anode to Pin 33)
Pin 22 (Cathode on pin resistor (330 Ohm) on anode to Pin 33)

GND:
LED +5V

Pin 6
Pin 33 (MAX 30 mA)
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Panel error indication.
When the panel is turn on is checks for errors that will prevent it from working.
VIDEO

S-VIDEO

PC 1

If an error occurs the panel enters error mode. To indicate that is it in error mode the
top left LED is quickly flashing.

OFF

By pressing the top left key for 3 seconds you bypass this warning and the
panel will disable the functions related to the error.

A/V MUTE

PC 2

Now depending on how the rest of the LED is set you can read out the error. Below is a list to be
used to indicate the problem of the error.
Led status
VIDEO

S-VIDEO

PC 1
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Description of the error:
The expansion board is not found.
OFF

A/V MUTE

Solution to the problem:
 Check that the expansion board is correct connected.
 Remove the use of the expansion board from the
settings file.

PC 2
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